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概要 

2008的东京国际电影节，在现场担任翻译的吉川龙⽣将参加影展的中国影星借机邀请到了他所任教
的庆应义塾⼤学的日吉校区与学⽣和⼤众互动——这⼀场旨在提升中国电影知名度的活动，成为了
日吉电影节的起源。日吉的不同之处在于它是⼀个以⼤学为立⾜点的学术影展，该影展主要通过志
愿者、其他电影节策展⼈与日本电影⼈的合作，促成⼀个学⽣、⼤众与从中国应邀⽽来的电影作者
以及中国电影的研究者密切交流的环境。日吉电影节能够同时邀请到合适的独立电影与相应的嘉宾
（如东京中国独立电影节的策展⼈中⼭⼤树和日本导演滨⼝龙介等）的原因还在于其活动日程的弹
性与⼤学的资助。⽽与此同时，通过组织历年活动，吉川也注意到了年轻⼀代的中国独立电影⼈逐
渐对经济收益有所追求，也越发对于将来制作⼤片充满憧憬。 

Abstract 

Yoshikawa Tatsuo took the opportunity of inviting guests at the 2008 Tokyo International Film Festival 
to Keio University and this launched the idea for the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema. The festival is 
a university-based academic event marked by close interaction between guests either involved in, or 
knowledgeable of, Chinese cinema, and students and the general public. It relies heavily upon volunteers 
and outreach to festival organizers such as Nakayama Hiroki and filmmakers like Hamaguchi Ryusuke. 
With its scheduling flexibility and university funding, Hiyoshi Festival is able to select suitable 
independent films and cater to guest appearances and academic discussion. Yoshikawa also discusses the 
shifting balance between financial gain and ambition among young Chinese independent filmmakers. 

Background and Motivation

The Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema (⽇吉电影节 Hiyoshi-Deneisetsu in Japanese) is a film festival featuring 

Chinese-language submissions. Since the first festival was held twelve years ago, the festival has been held at Keio 
University’s Hiyoshi campus on ten occasions.

Yoshikawa Tatsuo, who had assisted in the running of the Tokyo International Film Festival and the China Film Week in 
Tokyo as an interpreter and facilitator of the guest speeches and Q&A sessions, proposed inviting the film festivals’ 
guests to the university campus to interact with the students and the general public. It was this proposal that led to the 
first Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema in October 2008. A total of ten Tokyo International Film Festival guests visited 
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the Hiyoshi campus, including Chinese movie stars Zhang Fengyi 张丰毅, Zhao Wei 赵薇, and Tong Dawei 佟⼤为, 

who came to Tokyo for the Japan premier of Red Cliff ⾚壁 (dir. John Woo 吴宇森, 2008) which was shown as part of 

the festival. They visited university classrooms and interacted with students, also holding an interactive event open to 
the public.

The idea behind the first festival was to raise the profile of Chinese cinema in Japan. Previously, Chinese film 
screenings had been held on campus, but only a very few students attended. Therefore, we thought that having actors 
and directors actually visit the campus would generate greater interest.

When the first event was held, we formed a volunteer organization consisting of faculty, university students and high 
school students and this organization helped maintain the momentum required to continue holding the event. As the first 
event was only an interactive event and did not include a film screening, and also as it is not always possible to invite 
the cast of major blockbusters such as Red Cliff, we then decided to screen films regardless of genre and invite those 
involved in producing the films to attend. In doing so, we thought that we could increase student participation in the 
film screenings, which had previously been low, and provide students with an opportunity to learn more about China 
and its surrounding countries and regions through interaction with the guests.

The second event was held in 2009 and featured a screening of the Taiwanese film Winds of September 九降风 (dir. 

Tom Shu-Yu Lin 林书宇, 2008). The director visited the campus to speak at the festival. The third event was also held 

in 2009, and included a screening of the Chinese independent film Taking Father Home 背鸭⼦的男孩 (dir. Ying Liang 

应亮, 2005). The director and another Chinese independent film director, Gu Tao 顾桃, visited the campus and attended 

the festival. The third event was held in collaboration with another event, the Chinese Independent Film Festival. The 
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema assisted the Chinese Independent Film Festival in inviting its guests. We also co-
operated in the translation of Japanese subtitles for one of the films screened at the Chinese Independent Film Festival. 
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An additional benefit of this co-operation was confirmation of the educational benefit of Japanese subtitles, which 
served to improve the skills of students with advanced Chinese proficiency, such as graduate students majoring in 
Chinese literature. These activities became the basic template for subsequent festival-related work, namely subtitle 
translation, film screenings, and guest appearances.

Film Selection Criteria and Key Audiences

For various reasons, it is challenging for an event organized by an academic institution to arrange Japanese subtitle 
translations and screenings of major commercial films. Therefore, our policy is to select films with superior artistic 
merit which are unlikely to receive general release in Japanese cinemas. Every year the Chinese Independent Film 
Festival is held, and its founder Nakayama Hiroki 中⼭⼤树 regularly helps us to select suitable films for the Hiyoshi 

Festival of Chinese Cinema. We have also co-operated every year in inviting guests to the Chinese Independent Film 
Festival. In this sense, the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema is one of the film events most closely associated with the 
Chinese Independent Film Festival. 

On the other hand, the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema is not an ongoing film event with a specific theme, and we 
therefore try to avoid bias towards a specific region or genre, focusing instead on introducing various kinds of Chinese 
language films from an academic perspective. This means keeping an academic approach (not political nor 
commercial), avoiding outside intervention in the selection of films, and ensuring that there are opportunities to screen a 
variety of films. There have been cases where we were unable to find the right film at the right time, deciding instead to 
screen older films and hold academic discussions.

Although the audience at the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema principally consists of students from the Keio 
University Hiyoshi campus, the event is open to the public, including film scholars and filmmakers. In 2011 and 2018, 
Cannes award-winning director Hamaguchi Ryusuke 滨⼜龙
介was in the audience for a post-screening symposium. In 

2014, parents of children with Asperger's syndrome 
participated in a post-screening symposium, and NHK 
(Japan’s public broadcaster) covered the event on television.

The Position of the Film Festival in Japan

As a university-based academic event held on a campus 
some distance from the center of Tokyo, we can hardly 
describe the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema as an 
influential film festival in Japan. However, it is possible to 
say that the festival has indirectly contributed to a higher 
profile for Chinese independent films in Japan through its 
participation in the process of inviting guests to the Chinese 
Independent Film Festival.

As Yoshikawa, the principal festival organizer, was teaching 
at a university-affiliated high school when the festival was 
first established, he could not apply directly to the university 
for funding and had to ask professors in the university to 
fund the festival. However, since 2011, when Yoshikawa 
began lecturing at the university, it has been possible to 
secure a stable budget from the university to run the festival. 
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The festival schedule is able to adapt flexibly to incorporate suitable works of high quality, and so far we have not 
applied for external funding as such funding can be difficult to access, requiring applications long in advance, a process 
that may affect scheduling flexibility.

Exploring Chinese Independent Films

Many of the guests who have participated in the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema are directors and producers who 
had been active from the early stages of the era of Chinese independent film. They include Zhang Ming 章明, Ying 

Liang, Gu Tao, Wang Hongwei 王宏伟, Xu Tong 徐童, Zhao Dayong 赵⼤勇, and Huang Ji 黄骥 and Otsuka Ryuji ⼤
塚龙治. In many cases, the filmmakers were happy to have their films shown with Japanese subtitles and to interact 

with the students, and we, as organizers, are very grateful to them.

In recent years, young filmmakers have become increasingly concerned about financial gain. With limited budgets for 
university screenings and no commercial benefit to the filmmakers, it has become difficult to attract films and guests. I 
feel that these developments are connected with the recent dynamics surrounding Chinese independent film production. 
In previous years, when independent filmmaking in China was in its infancy, Chinese independent filmmakers were 
satisfied with the opportunity to express themselves artistically and reach a limited audience. However, in recent years, 
the ambitions of such filmmakers have evolved to the point where they want to create a highly artistic film on a low 
budget in order to make a profit and build their reputation in order to win backing for a larger-budget film that can 
achieve greater commercial success.

Complete Event List

The following is a list of all the events organized by the Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema Committee. Some events 
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did not use the name Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema due to factors including the location and scale of the event or 
the source of the events budget. Job titles refer to title at the time of the event.

October 2008
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2008
Interactive event with the cast of Red Cliff/⾚壁 (dir. John Woo/吴宇森, 2008)

Supported by the Tokyo International Film Festival, China Film Week in Tokyo

May 2009
Winds of September/九降风 (dir. Tom Shu-Yu Lin/林书宇, 2008)

Screening, director’s speech, and Q&A session
Guest: Tom Shu-Yu Lin
Supported by Asia Republic Entertainment, Inc., Tokyo International Film Festival

December 2009
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2009
Taking Father Home/背鸭⼦的男孩 (dir. Ying Liang/应亮, 2005) 

Screening, guest speech, and Q&A session
Guests: Ying Liang, Gu Tao/顾桃 (director)

Supported by the Chinese Independent Film Festival

June 2010
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2010
New Coming Teacher Lee 新来的李⽼师 (dir: Wang Li 王莉, 2010)

Screening and symposium on Sino-Japanese entertainment content business
Guests: Qi Weimin 齐为民 (producer), Wang Ning 王宁 (actor), Han Huiliang 韩会亮 (actor), Kawai Shinya 河井真也 

(producer of Ringu 午夜凶铃), Tanaka Fumihito ⽥中⽂⼈ (Tokyo International Film Festival), Maeda Chie 前⽥知恵 

(actor)
Supported by the Tokyo International Film Festival

December 2011
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2011
Screening of omnibus film shot by young directors 新锐导演短編集. We also held a related symposium.

Guests: Zhang Ming 章明 (director), Wang Hongwei 王宏伟 (producer), Nakayama Hiroki 中⼭⼤树 (organizer of 

Chinese Independent Film Festival)
Supported by the Chinese Independent Film Festival

December 2012
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2012
Kids in Shanghai 我坚强的⼩船 (dir. Peng Xiaolian 彭⼩莲, 2008)

Screening, guest speech, and Q&A session
Guest: Peng Xiaolian

December 2012
Storm Under the Sun 红⽇风暴 (dir. Peng Xiaolian and Minyanmoyu 闽燕墨⾬, 2007)
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Screening, guest speech, and Q&A session at Keio University, Mita Campus
Guest: Peng Xiaolian

December 2013
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2013
Red Sorghum 红⾼粱 (dir. Zhang Yimou 张艺谋, 1988) 

Screening and academic discussion
Guests: Wang Zhongchen 王中忱 (Tsinghua University, China), Fujii Shozo 藤井省三 (University of Tokyo), Mizuno 

Eiko ⽔野卫⼦ (subtitle translator)

December 2013
Lecture during university class
Guests: Xu Tong 徐童(director), Tang Caifeng 唐彩凤 (main character in Xu Tong’s film), Nakayama Hiroki

Supported by the Chinese Independent Film Festival

November and December 2014
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2014
My Running Shadow 我的影⼦在奔跑 (dir. Fang Gangliang ⽅刚亮, 2013), The Youth 最青春 (dir. Qi Weimin 齐为民, 

2014)
Screenings and symposium
Guests: Fang Gangliang, Qi Weimin, Ding Wenjian 丁⽂剑 (producer of My Running Shadow), Qi Xunan 齐栩楠 

(actor), Ma Xiaoqi 马晓琦 (actor), Yang Shangru 杨尚儒 (actor)

Organized in conjunction with the Tokyo Kinder Film Festival

September 2015
Li Xianglan: Film and Music 李⾹兰：电影与⾳乐（Editors’ trans.）
My Nightingale 我的夜莺 (dir. Yasujiro Shimazu 岛津保次郎, 1944)

Screening and Symposium at Keio University, Mita Campus
Guests: Hattori Katsuhisa 服部克久 (composer, arranger), Yan Ni 晏妮 (Japan Institute of the Moving Image), Iwano 

Yuichi 岩野裕⼀ (editor, music journalist), Takahashi Masaharu ⾼桥政阳 (former reporter, TV Asahi Corporation), 

Mizuno Eiko

December 2015
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2015
The High Life 寻欢作乐 (dir. Zhao Dayong 赵⼤勇, 2010), Aoluguya, Aoluguya 敖鲁古雅…敖鲁古雅… (dir. Gu Tao 

顾桃, 2007). Screenings and symposium

Guests: Zhao Dayong, Gu Tao, Nakayama Hiroki, Mizuno Eiko
Supported by the Chinese Independent Film Festival

The event was not held in 2016 or 2017 as Yoshikawa was on sabbatical as a visiting scholar at SOAS, University of 
London, UK.

December 2018
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2018
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Foolish Bird 笨鸟 (dir. Huang Ji 黄骥and Otsuka Ryuji ⼤塚龙治, 2017), Trace 痕迹 (dir. Huang Ji and Otsuka Ryuji, 

2013)
Screenings and symposium
Guests: Huang Ji, Otsuka Ryuji, Victor Fan (King’s College London, UK), How Wee Ng (University of Hull, UK), 
Nakayama Hiroki
Supported by the Chinese Independent Film Festival

December 2019
Hiyoshi Festival of Chinese Cinema 2019
The Legend of Hei 罗⼩⿊战记 (dir. MTJJ, 2019)

Screenings and panel discussion
Guests: Hirasawa Nao 平泽直 (CEO, Arch Inc.), Mihara Ryotaro 三原龙太郎 (cultural anthropologist) 
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